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As I was charting today’s price action in the cash markets, the futures (ES) market decided to shave off 18+ points in 

reaction to North Korea’s test missile launched over Japan. Although anything can happen between now and the 

open tomorrow, I do have to be cognizant of that fact and it leaves only two options; shown in Figure 1A and B. The 

1st has minor-b still ongoing targeting around SPX2430 +/- 2p before minor-c takes hold. The 2nd has intermediate-a 

still underway with a subdividing minor-c: minute-a ended at SPX2417, minute-b ended at SPX2454 and minute-c is 

now underway with 3 possible ideal price targets: c=a at SPX2395, c=1.382x a at SPX2375 and c=1.618x a at SPX2363. 

Since my ideal target for intermediate-a has been SPX2405-2395, and since the 23.6% retrace of all of major 3 (1991-

2491) is at SPX2374, which is where often the a-wave of a 4th wave bottoms, it is logical to assume that SPX2395-

2375 is the ideal target zone for this count. We’ll simple have to see how the cash market moves tomorrow to 

determine which of these two counts is operable and which price targets we can zoom in on. Hence, in essence 

we’re back to the counts I presented in last Thurday’s update (I’ve kept the same Figure-1 heading….): welcome to 

corrections…. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 and 60 min minute charts. Subdividing intermdiate-b vs intermediate-a still underway. 
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The S&P500’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today at -10; a few points below Friday’s close and the negative 

breadth readings have kept the Summation Index (SPXSI) on sell ever since early August. More stocks continue to 

decline vs advance on the S&P500. Bearish. Period.  

Figure 2.  SPXSI still pointing down (on a sell) as market breadth ended at -30 today, but getting close to very oversold 

 

The equities only put/call ratio (CPCE) ended today at 0.55; that’s quite a dramatic drop from the recent 0.93 reading 

and tells us all most all traders are now betting on continued upside. Well, the futures (ES) already tell us that is 

likely not going to happen soon, as an 0.55 reading is close to “top imminent” instead of “bottom near” readings.  

Figure 3.  CPCE already back to “the scene of the crime” @ 0.55: top imminent level. 
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In conclusion: In the weekend update I was preferably looking up; which we got today a little bit; but was warry of 

the no progress and sideways slops making things very hard to interpret and therefore continue to warn that “…But, 

below SPX2430 and SPX2415-2405 is next.” With the futures (ES) market as of writing down 17p; this warning may 

well come to fruition. This simple means intermediate-a is still subdividing. The ideal target zone is SPX2405-2375; 

with a c=a relationship targeting at SPX2395 and c=1.382x a targeting SPX2375. The latter then coincides perfectly 

with the 23.6% of the length of major-3 (SPX1991->2491), which is a typical bottom for the a-wave of a 4th wave. 

The SPXSI remains on a sell, while the CPCE ended today at 0.55: top imminent levels (too many calls by too many 

traders and the market punishes the majority). Hence, both suggest the ES futures price action is not entirely 

unexpected.  

ALOHA 
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